PMS CORNER

LTC Lance E. Englet
U of O ROTC, ’94

The mission of the University of Oregon Army ROTC is to recruit, retain, train, develop, and commission the Army’s future leaders. As the global and financial situations continue to shape the environment in which our commissionees will operate, the cadre and staff remain focused on the core competencies required for adaptive leadership. Simply put, our Cadets are among the best and brightest young people in the nation and they will leave here prepared to face whatever challenges lay ahead.

WARRIOR FORGE PERFORMANCE

Over the summer, 27 MSIIIs participated in the Warrior Forge Leadership Challenge at Fort Lewis. The overall performance of these Cadets is among the best in the last 3 years. Cadets receive evaluation on 17 leadership dimensions, Land Navigation, APFT, and peer evaluation. Upon completion, Cadets receive a final rating of Excellent, Satisfactory, or Non-satisfactory. Our WF2013 performance met or exceeded Cadet Command and Brigade averages in virtually all categories. The performance of these Cadets is a reflection of the dedication of our Cadre and staff. Now, as MSIVs they are serving as mentors and leaders for our MSIII, MSH, and MSI Cadets. We should all take great pride in their commitment and dedication.

Warrior Forge 2013
27 Sent / 26 GO
APFT Avg = 269
Land Nav Score Avg = 59
Overall E: 6 Cadets
Overall S: 20 Cadets
RECONDO: 2 Cadets
PEER Rating Avg = 94

THE CURRENT ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEAR

With over 100 contracted Cadets, 2013-2014 is proving another busy and successful year. Upon graduation, a bright future awaits the class of 2014. Academics remain the highest priority as they near Graduation and Commissioning. Earlier this month we conducted our first Field Training Exercise and at this time, Cadets continue to support color guard, Ranger Challenge, community service, and training execution.

WAY AHEAD

Challenges and changes may lay ahead for the all of the components of the Army, but I am confident that the battalion will continue to produce junior officers prepared to meet these challenges and to continue the fine traditions of this program. I ask each of you to serve as a guide by joining our ROTC alumni program. Let these future leaders know throughout this nation and organization are former Webfoot Warriors serving selflessly and living the Army values. Thank you for your support, for your service and your dedication. It is truly an honor and privilege to represent this program, Cadre, staff, and Cadets. Webfoot Warriors!

2013 Commissioning Class

The most recent UO ROTC Second Lieutenants

You may follow the Webfoot Warriors at http://rotc.uoregon.edu/ or https://www.facebook.com/UOROTC

We would like to hear from you and find out where you are today. My email is Goldbar@uoregon.edu

Please let me know if you have a more preferred email address than the one we used for this letter.

2LT Howe, Oliver